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Abstract 

In this paper, Neural networks (biNs) and adaptive robust 
control (ARC) design philosophy are integrated to design 
performance oriented control laws for a class of n-th or- 
der nonlinear systems in a normal form in the presence of 
both repeatable and non-repeatable uncertain nonlinearities. 
Unknown nonlinearities can exist in the input channel also. 
All unknown but repeatable nonlinearities are approximated 
by outputs of multi-layer NNs. Discontinuous projection 
method with fictitious bounds is used to tune NN weights on- 
line with no prior information for a controlled learning pro- 
cess. Robust terms are constructed to attenuate model uncer- 
tainties effectively for a guaranteed output tracking transient 
performance and a guaranteed final tracking accuracy. If the 
unknown nonlinear functions are in the functional ranges of 
NNs and the ideal weights fall within the prescribed range, 
asymptotic output tracking is also achieved. Furthermore, by 
choosing the prescribed range appropriately, the controller 
may have a well-designed built-in anti-integration windup 
mechanism. 

1 Introduction 

It is generally difficult to treat various nonlinearities under 
a unified framework. Sometimes, due to the limited knowl- 
edge about certain physical phenomena, it is even impossi- 
ble to describe those phenomena by explicit nonlinear func- 
tions precisely. These factors make the design of high per- 
formance controllers for nonlinear systems difficult. 

Due to their universal approximation capabilities [1], NNs 
have been effectively used in modeling complex nonlinear 
phenomena and system identification. In the research field of 
neural networks itself, focus is on the investigation of various 
NN characteristics, such as network structure, stability [2], 
convergence, and uniqueness of weights [3], etc. However, 
in all these papers, in order to guarantee the stability of neu- 
ral networks and/or the uniqueness of the weights, the NN 
weights have to satisfy some restrictive conditions, which 
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may limit the approximation capability of neural networks 
in practice since weights can only be tuned in a relatively 
small region. As such, researchers are still keeping on look- 
ing for NN structures with less restrictive conditions for the 
convergence of NN weights. Fortunately, when neural net- 
works are used for control design purposes, the main focus 
is on the performance of the closed-loop system in terms of 
output tracking as long as all signals are bounded. Whether 
or not the NN weights converge to their ideal values may not 
be the key issue. As such, the NN weights can be tuned in 
a relatively large region. Consequently, the approximation 
range of a neural network becomes large, and a better ap- 
proximation capability can be expected, which is helpful in 
the control of nonlinear systems when little is known about 
the nonlinearities in the system. Thus, in this paper, not 
much attention will be paid to the convergence of weights 
of neural networks, and only the boundednesses of all the 
signals in neural networks are sought. 

Neural networks have been applied to the control field re- 
centiy [4] and various results have been achieved [5, 6, 7]. 
Two main issues have to be dealt with in the use of neu- 
ral networks for nonlinear control design. Firstly, the ideal 
synaptic weights of a neural network for approximating an 
unknown nonlinear function are usually unknown. Certain 
algorithms have to be derived to tune these unknown NN 
weights on-line if NN is used to deal with various unknown 
nonlinear functions. In terms of control terminology, adapta- 
tion laws are needed. Secondly, the ideal NN weights for the 
neutral network to reconstruct an unknown nonlinear func- 
tion exactly may not exist, i.e., the unknown nonlinear func- 
tion to be approximated may not be in the functional range 
of the neural network. The approximation error between 
the ideal output of a neural network and the true nonlinear 
function cannot be assumed to be zero although it may be 
very small within a compact set. Thus, the issue of robust- 
ness to the approximation errors also need to be considered 
when certain on-line tuning rules are derived for the NN 
weights. In [5], based on the assumption that the both the 
input-hidden weights and the bounds of the hidden-output 
weights are known, backpropagation neural networks were 
used to design a robust adaptive controller (RAC) for multi- 
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link rigid robots. In [6], with the o-modification type weight- 
tuning law, adaptive neural network control schemes were 
proposed for nonlinear systems with uncertainties not satis- 
fying matching conditions, where the input-hidden weights 
are also assumed to be known. Backstepping method was 
used in [8] to design a neural network controller to guaran- 
tee the semi-global stability of the closed system. RBF net- 
works were used in [7] to adaptively compensate for the plant 
nonlinearities, and the resulting adaptive controller achieves 
global stability and the final tracking accuracy. All these 
works are based on the assumption that the input-hidden 
weights of neural networks are known. It may be beneficial if 
this assumption can be relaxed so that one can fully explore 
the generality and flexibility of neural networks. Further- 
more, since the o-modification type weight tuning method is 
used [5, 6], asymptotic output tracking cannot be achieved 
even when the unknown nonlinear function is in the func- 
tional range of the neural network. In other words, ideal per- 
fect learning capability of neural networks is lost. In addi- 
tion, transient tracking performance is in general not known. 
Transient period may be long and large transient tracking er- 
rors may exhibit. 

Recently, the adaptive robust control (ARC) approach has 
been proposed in [9] for nonlinear systems in the presence 
of both parametric uncertainties and non-repeatable uncer- 
tain nonlinearities. The resulting ARC controllers achieve a 
guaranteed output tracking transient performance and final 
tracking accuracy in general. In addition, in the presence of 
parametric uncertainties only, asymptotic output tracking is 
achieved. The strong performance results achieved by ARC 
controllers motivate us to investigate whether the essential 
idea of ARC approach can be extended to the NN based con- 
troller designs to further improve the achievable performance 
of NN based controllers. At the same time, since only a spe- 
cial class of unknown nonlinear functions-a linear combi- 
nation of known basis functions with unknown weights-has 
been considered in [9], such an extension is also of signifi- 
cant theoretical values since a more general class of unknown 
functions can be dealt with via neural networks. 

In this paper, NNs and ARC design philosophy will be in- 
tegrated to design performance oriented control laws for 
uncertain nonlinear systems. All unknown but repeatable 
nonlinear functions will be approximated by the outputs of 
multi-layer NNs. Discontinuous projection method with fic- 
titious bounds [10] will be used to tune NN weights on- 
line to achieve a controlled learning. Robust control is con- 
structed to attenuate various model uncertainties effectively 
for a guaranteed output tracking transient performance and 
a guaranteed final tracking accuracy in general-a transient 
tracking performance that existing NN based robust adaptive 
controllers (RACs) [5, 6] cannot achieve. In addition, if the 
unknown nonlinear function is in the functional range of the 
NN and the ideal weights fall within the prescribed range, 
asymptotic output tracking is also achieved to retain the per- 
fect learning capability of NNs-a performance that existing 
NN based RACs [5, 6] cannot have. 

2 Problem Formulation 

The system to be considered is as follows [7] 

x (n) = f(x)  + b(x)u(t) + A(x,t) (1) 

where x is the output, x = [x,x(l),'",x(n-O] r is the state 
vector with x (0 being the i-th time derivative of x, u(t) is the 
input, f (x)  is the lumped unknown nonlinearity, b(x) is the 
input gain, and A(x,t) is the lumped non-repeatable nonlin- 
earities such as disturbances. 

Assumption I f (x)  can be approximated by the output of  a 
three-layer NN [1] with the approximation error bounded by 

If(x) -- w;gf(Vfxa)l _< df(x),Vx E R n (2) 

where Xa = [xT,--I] T is the augmented input vector to 
the NN (-I term denotes the input bias), df(x) > 0 is the 
bound of the approximation error, w f . ~  [W fl  , " " " , W frf ] T 
is the hidden-output weight vector, Vf = [v/l , . . .  ,vsq] r E 

Rr/x(n+l) is the input-hidden weight matrix with vfi E 
~(n+l)x l  rf is the number of hidden-layer neurons, and 
g/(V/Xa) = [gfl (v~lxa),'"" ,gfr/(V~r/Xa)] r is the activation 
function vector. 

Assumption 2 b(x) is nonzero with known sign. Without 
loss of  generality, assume b(x) > bt > 0, Vx E ~n  with bl 
being a known positive constant. 

Assumption 3 IAI _< 6(x,t)d(t) holds with 6 being a known 
function, and d(t) being an unknown but bounded positive 
time-varying function. 

Let the desired output be xd (t), and its state vector be xd (t) = 

[ x d £ ) , . . .  . t h e  objective is to design a control law 
for u such that x tracks xa as closely as possible. Define 
~(t) = x(t) - xa(t). Let ~ represent the estimate of , ,  and 

= ~ - * be the estimation error of*. 

3 NNARC with Known Input-hidden Weights 

In order to explain the proposed NNARC clearly and com- 
pare it with other existing methodologies, we will solve the 
problem step by step. For these purposes, it is firstly assumed 
that the input-hidden weights of the network are known as 
done in [5, 6] and the input gain is a unity [5], i.e., b - 1. In 
the subsequent sections, these assumptions will be removed, 
and on-line estimates of the input-hidden weights and ap- 
proximation of b(x) will be considered. 

3.1 Discontinuous Projection Mapping 
The general discontinuous projetion mapping is as follows 

Proj~(.) = {Proj~(*ij) } (3) 

with its ij-th entry defined as [11] 

I f~ij  = ~u,*O and "ij > 0 
eroj;(.O)= 0 i f  ~ ' 0  = I~t,*o and "O < 0 (4) 

I~'ij otherwise 

1 4 2 0  
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where Ot,.~ and Ou,*o are the fictitious lower and upper 
bound of*ij .  Define 15. o --max{hbt,.01,lOu,.ol}. Denote 
~* : (~*|j}, and p. = {P*o}" 

3.2 NNARC Design 
A concise tracking error metric is defined by [7]: 

d 
s(t) = (~ +z)n-t$( t )  with Z > 0 (5) 

(5) can be rewritten as s(t) = Zri ( t )  with the i-th entry of 
• ' - 1  n - i  vector X bemg ~,~ iZ _- (n-l)! ~n--i - (n-i)!(i-l)! " 

Consider the following control law and adaptation law 

u = Ua + us (6) 

Ua = - -a t ( t )  -- '~ffgf, Us : Usl ÷ Us2, Usl : - k s  (7) 

~¢ f = Plrojo f (FwfSgf ) (8) 

where k > 0, ar(t) = ~ -  x(a n) with ~v T = 
[o, kn -1 , ' " ,C~Z~kn- i+l , ' " , (n -1 )k] ,  Fw/ is symmet- 
ric positive definite (s.p.d.), and use satisfies [10] 

s (/(x) - *~gf(Vfxd) "~- US2 + a)  ~ 1~$, (9) 

°Us2 < 0 (10) 

1 I(llp~/Ih-IIO~/Ih)l 12 where I~s ---- + 110./112 e~ + e2 + Ildll~.e3 with 

Ildll- being L= norm of d(t), el, e2, and e3 being positive 
design constants, and 11 ° 112 denoting the 2-norm of a vector 
• . Control law (6) is referred to as NNARC-I. 

Remark 1 The robust term us2 in (7) may be chosen as [10] 

Us2 = -ks2s (11) 

=2 ~2 ~2 
where ks2 >_ ~ + ~ + -~ with hl _> [[gfl[('[*fl[2 + 

, / _ i=r /  
Ihbwfll2), h2 _> dr, h3 ~. ~(x,t), and Ilgfll = VZi_-i Ilgfdl~.. 
Usually, gfi is a sigmoid function and Igfil _< 1. Thus, one 
can choose hi = 2V'~711Owfl Iz, 

Theorem 1 With NNARC-I and the adaptation law (6)-(8), 
the foUowing results hold: 

A. In general, all signals are bounded, s(t) exponentially 
converges to a small value and is bounded above by 

S2(t) < exp(-2kt)s2(O) + e-2 
- k 

(12) 

B. By setting xa(0) = x(0), the actual tracking error is 
asymptotically bounded by 

IIx °ll. < 2i~ i-n+l (13) 

C. If f (x)  = w~gf(Vfxa), then, in addition to A and B, 
asymptotic output tracking is achieved provided that 
A = O, and the ideal weight w f  lies within the ficti- 
tious bound (i,e., ~l,wfl __< Wfi ~_ fiu,wfi,Vi ~" I,.,-,rf). 

Proof. Using the similar approach as in [10], Result A and C 
can be proved through the use of two positive definite func- 

1 ~T -1 - [ions V[ = ½s2(t) and Vat = V[ + ~W~ Fwf W f, respectively. 
B can be derived from A [12]. [] 

Remark 2 Results A and B show that a guaranteed transient 
performance and final tracking accuracy is achieved in gen- 
eral; the decaying rate 2k and the bound of the final tracking 
error (ll~ll® _< Z-n+l  ~ s )  can  be adjusted by tuning k, ~1, 
~2, ~3, and ~. These results are much stronger than those 
in [5, 6], where the transient performance is unknown. Re- 
sult C shows that NNARC-1 can accomplish its learning goal, 
which cannot be attained in the previous research [5, 6]. The 
saturation problem may be alleviated by choosing the ficti- 
tious bounds of w/appropriately [10]. 

4 NNARC with Unknown Input-hidden Weights 

It is now assumed that Vf is unknown and b(x) _= 1. For 
simplicity, the sigmoid function will be used. Other type of 
activation functions can be worked out similarly as long as 
the activation functions and their derivatives are bounded. It 
is still assumed that b(x) _-- 1 in this section. This assumption 
will be removed in the next section. 

Theorem 2 wygf(Vfxa) can be approximated by its esti- 

mate ~';g.f(~fxa) in the following form [131 

(14) 
where tf = gfC*fxa), [f = diag{~l ,  "" ,  ~fr/} with g fi = 

g~i (~ iXa)  = dg~(z) I r , i =  1,''" rf,  and  residual term dz z=~ /lxa 

d:N  = + w:OC ' with OCV being the 
sum of the higher order terms. [df~vNI _< o~Y f holds with 
~ f being an unknown vector constituting of positive entries, 
andY f  = [1, I[xa[[2,11%l1211x-lle, II :llr IIx.l12] r (11 ° I1~ de- 
notes the Frobenius norm of a matrix o, which is defined as 
II • I1 - = Trace{ ' r ' } )  • 

The control law and adaptation law are given as follows 

u = ua+u, (15) 

Ua = -at(t) - '~'~f 06) 

US "~" Usl + US2, Usl = - k s -  ~t~Yfsgn(s) (17) 

¢vl = I'roj,/(rw:s( / - fr ) ) (18) 

~f = Projq/ t rvr /~s~,~f]  (19) 

= Prola/  (r ylslY : ) (20) 

where Fvf E R ("+l)x(n+l) and Far E R 4x4 are s.p.d, adap- 
tation rate matrices. The lower fictitous bound for Eli is cho- 
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sen to be zero since ¢xfi > 0. us2 satisfies 

s ( f ( x ) - ~ f + U s 2 + A )  <_ ~s, (21) 

SUs2 < 0 (22) 

Control law (15) will be referred to as NNARC-II. 

Substituting control law (15) to the system equation (1) 
yields the following dynamic equation of s(t) 

~= - k s +  f ( x ) - f v ~ / - f t ~ Y f s g n ( s ) + A + u s 2  (23) 

Theorem 3 With NNARC-H and the adaptation laws (15)- 
(20), the following results hold: 

A. In general, all signals are bounded, s(t) exponentially 
decays to a small value and is bounded above by 

s2(t) < exp(_2kt)s2(O) + ~.2. 
- k 

(24) 

B. By setting Xd(0) = x(0), the actual tracking error is 
asymptotically bounded by 

I1 (/)11" -< 2i~i-n+l (25) 

r; - ¢/Vm)] 

+Trace {~rfF~') Proj#/(Vvfx,:~,~t~)} 

r yProja/ ( r.ylslY : ) 

_< -ks  2 + Isla~Y/-Isla~Y/ 

+a~ r~fI'roja/ (r~ylslY / ) 

= _~2 _ Islft~Yf + ayr fProh/(Fc,/lslYf) 
<_ _ ~ 2  _< 0 (28) 

in which the second equality uses equation (23), Theorem 
2, and adaptation laws, the first inequality uses Theorem 2, 
condition (22), and properties of  projection mapping [10]. 
Using Barbalat's lemma, it can be proved that asymptotic 
output tracking is achieved. 

D. Using the same Lyapunov function candidate as in 
A, it can be easily verified that I? _< - k s 2 +  es since 

T s -s t t /Y/sa t ( - )¥  _< 0 holds. Hence, Result A remains valid, 
so does Result B. 13 

Remark3  The discontinuous term ~t~Yfsgn(s) can be 
dropped from control law (17) if only A and B are needed. 

C. I f  f (x) = w~g/(x), then, in addition to A and B, asymp- 
totic output tracking is achieved provided that A = O, 
and all o f  the ideal weights actually lie within the cor- 
responding fictitious bounds. 

D. When the discontinuous sign function sgn(s) in (17) is 
replaced by the continuous saturation function sat (k)  
(~l is the thickness of  the boundary layer), Results A 
and B still remain valid. Q 

Proof. A. Consider the positive definite function V = ½sZ(t). 
Noting the dynamic equation (23) and conditions (21), as 
well as the fact that ~tfi _> 0, we have 

(/ = si 
= -ks 2 +s(f(xl-~,ytf-ayY/sgn(s)+A+u,2) 

= -ks 2 - ~ Y f [ s  I +S [f(x)- *~[f + A +us2 ] 

< -ks 2 + 8s (26) 

which leads to the inequality (24). 

B. Using the same method as in the proof B of Theorem 1, 
inequality (25) can be resulted [12]. 

C. Consider the positive definite function as follows 

I [s2(t)+.;F~,}~,f+ Trace{~'fF~')~I}+~;Fa-)tLf] (27) 

When f (x)  = w~g/(V/xa) and A = 0, using adaptation laws 
(18), (19), (20) and condition (22), we have 

T 1 " ~ - 1  T ~ T  - 1  " 
f: = s~ + ¢¢f l'~/*f + Trace {VfFvf ~/} + ct/F;fCif 

Remark 4 Although conditions (21) are different from (9), 
us2 in (21) can assume form (11) with the same hi, h2 and h3 
in Remark 1 since I l iy l l  = I Igfllfor sigmoid functions. 

$ NNARC with Non-unity Input Gain 

If b(x) is known, the control law (15) changes to 

1 
u = b ~ [ - k s  - at(t) - ~ ' ~ f  - a~Vfsgn(s)  + Us2] (29) 

With the control law (29), adaptation laws (18)-(20), all the 
results in Theorem 3 remain valid. 

If b(x) is unknown, an NN will be used to estimate it 

Assumption 4 b(x) can be approximated as follows [11 

[b(x) - w~(Vb~)l _< db(X), VX E ~n (30) 

where notations are defined in a similar way as in Assump- 
tion I. 

Theorem 4 W~gb(VbXa) can be approximated by its esti- 
mate ~gb(~bXa)  in the following way 

W~gb = * ~ b  -- ~'bT (~gb -- ~b~bXa) -- ObT~bVbXa + dbNN 
(31) 

where notations are defined in a similar way as in The- 
orem 2. [dblw[ _< ~Yb holds with ff.b being an un- 
known vector constituting of positive entries, and Yb = 

[1,11 112, IlCcbl1211x l12, II blIFIIX II2] r" 
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While the adaptation laws for ~,y, 9f, and fif are given 
by (18)-(20), the following control law and more adaptation 
laws are proposed 

u = ua + Us (32) 

Ua = -- ~.Tl~[ar(t) + ~¢ygf], Us ---- Usl + Us2, (33) 
W b gb 

! 

= + [a Yz + a Yblu l]sgn(s)} (34) 

~b = Proj% {rwb [UaS(~, - ~/bXa)] } (35) 

¢~ = Proj~, b {VVb [UaXas*brt~]} (36) 

dtb = ProJab {F~ [IslYblu.l]} (37) 

where ~t,wb~ and 13u,~ used in Proj% , and 15b,v~j and 
13u,~,~j in Proj% are chosen such that ¢ v ~  > 0, Vffbi E 
[iSt,Wb~, 15u,~], Vfbij E [[St,v~j, ~=,~,~j] since b(x) > 0. us2 sat- 
isfies the follow conditions 

s{[f(x)-bar(t)]+b(x)ua-b~+b(x)us2} < Es2, (38) 

SUs2 <__ 0 (39) 

I(llPwbll2-110wbll2)l 2e4 with I~s being the where gs2 = Es -I- 1 + II0~bll2 
same as before, and e4 being a positive design constants. 
Control law (32) is referred to as NNARC-III. 
Theorem 5 With NNARC-III (32), the adaptation laws (18)- 
(20), and (35)-(37), the following results hold: 

A,  In general, all signals are bounded, s(t) exponentially 
decays to a small value and is bounded above by 

s2(t) _< exp(-2kt)s2(O) + - ~  (40) 

B. By setting Xd(O) = x(O), the actual tracking error is 
asymptotically bounded by 

i i (011 ® _< 2iki-n+ I V ~  (41) 

C. l f f ( x ) =  w~gf(Vfxa), and b ( x ) =  wbTgb(VbXa), then, 
in addition to A and B, asymptotic output tracking is 
achieved provided that A = O, and all ideal weights lie 
within the fictitious bounds. 

D. When the discontinuous sign function sgn(s) in (33) is 
replaced by the continuous saturation function sat ( ~ ), 
Results A and B still remain valid. 0 

Proof. Using the same technique in the proof of Theorem 
A can be proved by noting that ~ > 1 alwyas holds. B 3, 

can be worked out by the same arguments as in the proof 
of B of Theorem 1. C can be proved by considering Va3 = 
Va2 + ½[~'~F~,t~'b + Trace {fdF~'f¢~} + a r ab]. Result 
D can be verified in the same way as in the proof of D of 
Theorem 3. [3 
Remark 5 The robust term us2 in (33) can be selected 
in a similar form as (11) with ht > ;~711~fll(ll~,fll + 

II•wfll), h2 > 7~[d:+lu.ldb], ha _> ~7~(x,t), and h4 >_ 

:ATll ,ll(ll*bll + IIb ll)luol 

6 Conclusion 
In this paper, performance oriented NNARC control laws 
have been constructed for a class of n-th order uncertain 
nonlinear systems in a normal form. Discontinuous projec- 
tion mappings with fictitious bounds are used to achieve a 
controlled learning even in the presence of neural network 
approximation error and non-repeatable nonlinearities such 
as external disturbances. Certain robust feedback is con- 
structed to attenuate various model uncertainties effectively 
for a guaranteed output tracking transient performance and 
a guaranteed final tracking accuracy in general-a transient 
tracking performance that existing NN based robust adaptive 
controllers cannot achieve. The resulting NNARC has the 
nice feature that if the unknown nonlinear functions are in 
the functional ranges of the neural networks and the ideal 
weights fall within the prescribed range, asymptotic output 
tracking is also achieved-a performance that existing NN 
based robust adaptive controllers cannot have. 
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